Abstract
Introduction 29
The faking of objects for financial gain and the fraudulent substitution of low value 30 objects for the valuable is common in the art world, antiques trade and mining 31 industry, amongst others. Many fakes and frauds use geological materials, or are 32 detected using methods common in the Earth Sciences. Fakes and frauds that have 33 no connection to the Earth sciences are not included in this review. The faking of 34 objects using geological materials is likely to have occurred before written 35 documentation, as Mesopotamian (c. 4,000 BC) creation of fake stones by heating 36 silt to a partial melt and cooling is recorded by : this is essentially a 37 substitution case -replacing a high-value item with one of significantly less or no 38 value. Egyptian fakery using geological materials was well established by 300BC 39 . In this case the fake was actually the earliest (1295 to 664 40 BC) recorded fake body part, a big toe made of linen, glue and importantly for this 41 review, the use of calcium sulphate hemihydrate plaster, created by heating gypsum: 42 again, essentially substitution. More contentious is the theory advanced by Joseph 43
Davidovits Halford, 2006) 
that the bulk of the stones in the 44
Pyramids are reconstituted from sediment, clay and an early form of geopolymer, and 45 not of natural rock at all. The different value (relative or financial) of gems, crystals 46 and stones was known in prehistory as flint, obsidian and porcellanite were 47 selectively mined and traded. The first recorded instance of using mineralogical tests 48 to detect fraud was by Pliny the Elder . Pliny used a scratch test to 49 detect fake gems, knowing that diamond, the most valued gem at the time, scratched 50 all other minerals. All three of the above (historical) examples include elements of 51 what can still be seen in more recent fakes and frauds: substitution and fakery. 52
Financial gain is not proven in the above, unlike many of the cases outlined below: 53 the Mesopotamian stones may well have been faked for financial gain; the Egyptian 54 toe was undoubtedly for aesthetic purposes; the Pyramids (if correct) would have 55 been made of constructed stone for labour-saving (cf. financial) reasons. Thus, even 56 2,000 to 4,000 years ago there were geological fakes being perpetrated for financial 57 and aesthetic reasons. Recently, a third reason for carrying out geological fakes and 58 frauds has emerged: those crimes that combine the financial with the aesthetic (e.g. 59 faked fossils that are scientifically important but also carry a high price). This review 60 examines the types of geological fake and fraud that have occurred, giving some 61 examples that serve to inform Earth scientists of the possibility that data, fossils,gems, ores and even oil, may all be fabricated for financial gain, personal self-63 promotion, or a mix of the two. The published facts and personal communications for 64
Whilst not providing the earliest of geological frauds, mining is associated with the 131 greatest financial gain of all our fakes and frauds, and in the case of the Bre-X scam 132 one of the few associated with a possible murder. As 133 Naylor (1997) suggests that mining ventures are susceptible to fraud for a number of 134 reasons, including: heightened material gain, the financial return; the material gain 135 (property) , mythological and religious appeal of precious metal or because and the 136 low concentrations of ore that indicate that a once financially-promising 137 prospectlucrative venture may be no longer viable. possible. The latter may lead to 138 the 'salting' of core, sediment or spoil heaps, deceivingyet an acceptance by 139 investors when no significant ore has beenis found. He notes that the complex 140 geology of ore-bearing successions and the ever-changing methods of assaying 141 make it difficult for the geologist to detect fraud. Handling the indeterminacy of 142 mineral claims has posed a perennial problem for financial regulators, charged with 143 reconciling the need for efficient mechanisms to raise capital for new ventures and a 144 requirement to protect the investing public from fraud. In Canada, for example, the 145 legal framework that governs securities markets at large, evolved principally in step 146 with a series of mining scandals that undermined public confidence in the claims of 147 prospectors, junior mining firms and the banking community (Condon 1998 respectively, to the creation of a system of continuous disclosure of information for 150 publically listed companies and, more recently, rules that set out the format of 151 technical reports on exploration or estimation work, the professional profile of who 152 can produce these reports and where legal liability resides (Dagbert 2005) . Mining 153 scandals have played a significant role in formally shaping many of the norms and 154 legal requirements that Eearth scientists today take for granted as part and parcel of 155 professional practice. The fraudulent practice method of placing ore in a location or 156 drill-core, selling the land and vanishing is well known the cases I investigated are known as "dirt pile" cases… whereby … ' investors buy a 163 specific very small volume (a few tons or cubic yards) of ground or a specified pile of"ore" that is guaranteed to contain a specified amount of gold and other precious 165 metals. Because the investor "owns" his dirt pile, he could come to the site and mine 166 and process it, or he can hire a supposedly independent contractor to do the mining 167 and processing to recover the precious metals. Investors invariably take the latter 168 option. … in Swandyke, Colorado, the piles of dirt were composed of the tailings -169 rock deemed useless by the miners'. Because the tailings did not actually contain 170 valuable minerals in quantities large enough to be economic, the promoters in this 171 case salted the surface of the piles with fool's gold, or pyrite-rich, samples that are an 172 indicator of possible gold content. His description is a classic case of 173 geological fraud -the placing of minerals in order to increase the value of worthless 174 land or material be it dirt piles, ore, gems or fossils (see below). of some spa waters is likely due to their tempearature not mineral content; 217 therapeutic water treatments do work and many drilling operations do indeed find 218 water . Therein lies the problem with water scams that besets all 219 geological fakes and frauds: the mixing of truth with fabricated material or data, such 220 that each becomes hardimpossible to disentangle. 221 222
Oil and Gas 223
Like any industry with high economic returns, the oil and gas industry has been and 224 is still susceptible to fraudulent activity, from bribery , from the over-225 estimation of reserves prior to acreage sale , or the faking of oil finds 226 when none exist . The latter case is more 'scientific' than 227 cases of bribery, wherein a geologist looking for investment in exploration of an area 228 (and thus maintain his employment) returned from China with oil-bearing core, taken 229 from a drilling operation. Examination of the oil patches in sandstone core indicated 230 that the oil had been injected, using finely drilled holes and a syringe of oil from 231 another location. for.crosses over into the aesthetic. UHowever, unlike fossil substitutions, few have 256 ever been created in order to directly influence scientific thought. This said, : many 257 have been used to influence the thoughts of Creationists and the circulation of some 258 fake fossils has produced unintended consequences. For example, the . use of frog 259 skeletons in Some faked fossil fishes was that use frog skeletons in their have 260 nevertheless inadvertently y been used in discussions regarding the origins of 261 tetrapods, albeit that the fakers did not have this intention . 262 for whom the financial gain from these fossils would be highly motivating. As she 322 depended on her fossil collecting for economic survival, her word was not to be 323 trusted by natural philosophers such as Cuvier, who drew upon the genteel 324 resources of social privilege to conduct science. Anning was very much an outsider, 325 whose discoveries challenged the not just the significance of other's finds, but also 326 received notions of the ways in which science should be practiced and by whom. two works by Gupta, describing faunas from locations some 600km apart: this could 360 be accounted for by a simple error of adding the wrong photograph. However, when 361
Clapper, Pickett and Ziegler examined Gupta's papers, and especially the illustrated 362 fossils, they were struck by the similarity between the Himalayan fauna and that 363 collected from Buffalo (New York) by George Hinde in 1879. It took another nine 364 years for the real problems Gupta had created to be made public. At a specialist 365 meeting on the Devonian System (Calgary 1987), Gupta was invited to comment on 366 why data from India should not be included in a palaeobiogeographic reconstruction, 367 leading to him demanding details of why the question had been raised in the firstplace. The committee responded by sending the details to Gupta's Vice-Chancellor: 369 not long afterwards and published articles in Nature and 370
Science that unveiled the whole story, including Gupta's theft of fossils from 371 colleagues and collections around the world, but especially the Hinde Collection, and 372 then claiming the specimens were from India. Gupta attempted a rebuff in Nature that 373 only further dammed him: he remains the most notorious known fossils fraudster who 374 committed crimes for personal academic gain. 375 376
Baugh's faked human footprints 377
Carl Baugh is as notorious as Gupta, although his motivations appear to have been 378 very different. Baugh is a Young Earth Creationist whose greatest fake was to claim 379 there were human footprints alongside those of dinosaurs in the Cretaceous strata of 380 the Paluxy River (Texas, USA). Baugh's motivation appears to have come from the 381 site's previous owners, one of whom later admitted to carving some of the tracks. 
Modern Insects in Amber 396
Amber itself is often faked, both as a jewellery item and for the scientific study of 397 included fossil plants and insects, along with other animals that get trapped in the 398 fossilised tree resin. Glass, resin and plastics are commonly used to 399 create faked amber and its inclusions. However, a more serious fake was uncovered 400 crude forgery, the marriage of a modern human skull and an orangutan's jaw, and 468 decided that the entire package of fossil fragments at Piltdown -which included a 469 ludicrous prehistoric cricket bat (a carved elephant bone)-had been planted by 470 someone. Whilst the fossil is undoubtedly the faked combination of a Medieval 471 human skull with an orangutan's jaw, the identity of the perpetrator is still a mystery.
472
Top of the list of suspects is Dawson, with Sir Arthur Woodward (British Museum 473 curator at the time) in second place. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (who lived 10km from 474 the discovery site) has also been implicated, although this seems unlikely as he had 475 no motive to commit such a fake and the chances of discovery by a workman would 476 be slim. However, as both Boylan (2004) and point out, there is much 477 more to the Piltdown Man than who committed the fake: both show how the 478 technology to discover the fake had been available at the time of its discovery, yet 479
was not used to question the find. The implication is that some sections of society 480 wanted a so-called 'missing link' between apes and humans to be discovered, in 481 order to validate an evolutionary theory. What is even more incredible is that this was 482 not the first time human remains had been planted in order to prove a scientific 483 theory: in 1866 Josiah Witney of the California State Geological Survey 484 (Archaeology, 2010) reported the discovery of a skull that had been found in a 485 mineshaft at about 90m depth, in layers containing alluvial gold, below a volcanic 486 succession. The overlying volcanic rocks were known to be of some considerable 487 age, and thus the find was reported as the oldest known human remains from the 488 North American continent. The skull was identical to those excavated from nearby 489 Native American graveyards: in addition it had a cobweb inside, proving its faked 490 provenance. Creationist thinkers have nonetheless used the discovery of the skull as 491 evidence of humans existing on Earth long before scientific observations suggest.
492
Little financial gain was afforded by this or the Piltdown affair, bar career 493 advancement and intentional or otherwise promotion of a particular belief or scientific 494 theory.. 495 496
Saitapherne's Golden Tiara -a Tale of Weathering 497
In 1895, newspapers throughout Europe were reporting the discovery (by peasants) 498 of a buried solid gold tiara that bore inscriptions indicating it was a gift from Olbia, a 499 former Greek colony on the Black Sea coast (now near Odessa, in the Ukraine), to 500 the 3rd-century B.C. Scythian king Saitaphernes. The inscriptions were identical to 501 those already known from Scythian objects from the area, something the purchasers 502 (the Louvre Museum in Paris) should have noticed as oddly coincidental. It was the 503 lack of weathering that raised most suspicions about the object: the object was nearly 504 perfect with no blemishes such as an expert in weathering might expect from over 505 2,300 years of burial, nor any dents or scratches such as an archaeologist may 506 observe on similar-aged objects. It was this remarkable state of preservation that led 507 to the Louvre purchasing the tiara yet the absence of such weathering or marks that 508
should have also aroused suspicion. Although an object of great academic and 509 aesthetic interest, the motivation for perpetrating this fake was obviously financial, 510 making this a mixed-origin crime. 511 Regemorter, a notorious Dutch art dealer and copyist. Like many of the subjects 559 included in this review, a separate paper could be written on art fraud, from the 560 mineralogy of marble forgeries to mineral content in faked art using 561
Raman microscopy and using isotopes to test the provenance of 562 carved materials such as bone and ivory (Stos-Gale, 1992). Art frauds fall into the 563 same bracket as many fossil frauds: perpetrated for financial gain but with major 564 scientific (and in this case, historic) repercussions for our understanding of the history 565 of art. 566 567
Reasons for Committing Geological Aesthetic or Academic Fakes and 568

Frauds 569
The reasons for committing fakes or creating frauds for financial gain do not warrant 570 further discussion than that provided above: the methods by which such activity 571 occur are the most interesting and ingenious. More complex are the reasons for 572 carrying out such activities for no sole financial gain. suggests that 573 there are five main reasons for academics and non-economic geologists to fake or 574 fabricate data. These are: career pressure (the publish or perish syndrome); laziness; 575 the ability to get away with it (the power trip that goes with hoodwinking peers orsenior colleagues); financial gain and ideology. Career pressure could be cited in the 577 case of Deprat (if he carried out the fraud). The same goes for Gupta, to whom 578 laziness in collecting could be added, but certainly not in output or effort! Suspicions 579 of financial gain were certainly behind Cuvier's accusation of Mary Anning. Most 580 modern archaeological (stone tools, pottery, carvings, precious objects such as 581
Satapherne's Golden Tiara) and fossil fakes (frogs, fish, lobsters) are created for this 582 purpose, with the Chinese feathered dinosaurs being similar to the Piltdown Fly -583 created for one purpose (financial, aesthetic respectively) yet resulting in major 584 scientific debate. Ideology is certainly the driver behind Baugh's faked fossil 585 footprints (and other creations), Osmanagic's pyramids and the Piltdown Man. 586
However, tThe Piltdown Fly was probably not created with the intention of confusing 587 evolutionary biologists studying fossil insects, rather it owed its origins to aesthetic 588 sensibilities and commercial interests, yet it had this unintended consequenceresult. 589
The Creationist -Evolutionist debate would certainly fall into the latter category, with 590 a plethora of websites dedicated to both camps, with accusations of fakery in each 591 (see the descriptions of Baugh's human and dinosaur footprints, above). To 592
Goodstein's (2010) five categories, Ritchie (1998) notes how some frauds or hoaxes 593 illustrate a wider tension within science between reconciling personal belief or 594 commitments with prevailing scientific orthodoxy (Polkinghorne 1998) .implies a third 595
-someone who has a belief or faith yet can publish articles from the opposite view. 596
He illustrates this with is evidence is based on of the remarkable situation concerning 597 Dr Andrew Snelling, who ppublishes widely from a Young Earth Creationist 598 perspective, but is also a consulting geologist on uranium mineralisation, with neither 599 'author' acknowledging the other. Ritchie 
Conclusions 611
The types of fakery and fraud outlined will no doubt continue in the future, with 612 increasing sophistication (see the level of detail achieved in the Chinese feathered 613 dinosaurs). Economically-driven fraud or fakery is easy to understand yet particularly 614 ingenious in its execution. The origin of academic and aesthetic frauds or fakes is far 615 harder to define (see , and Trevors and Saier existence, causing problems for those carrying out Earth science using both reliable 622 and unreliable evidence. Some frauds (e.g. mining) have also had consequences for 623 how science is practiced and accredited as a profession and its findings can be used 624 to raise finance to capitalise upon its discoveries. A healthy cynicism toward 625 spectacular fossil or mineral finds is hopefully borne of reading this article, which is 626 sad but perhaps necessary. A sceptical attitudeThis cynicism should now also be 627 directed to digital media as computer-assisted data handling will no doubt provide 628 opportunities for data theft and fakery 
